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his background is shadowy his presence commanding he brings law and order to a frontier town and wins the love
of a pretty schoolteacher from the east he is the virginian the first fully realized cowboy hero in american
literature a near mythic figure whose idealized image has profoundly influenced our national consciousness the
adventuresome young man robin of locksley doesn t have a worry in the world until one day when a drunken man
working for the king shoots an arrow at him robin s aim is better to his lasting regret and he becomes an outlaw
subject to capture and hanging before long however robin attracts a hearty band of other outcasts to sherwood
forest their only wish is to lead a free merry existence while doing any kindness they can for the downtrodden if it
means making sport with the authorities so much the better little do they know that their deeds will grow into a
timeless story to help students experience the joys and benefits of reading townsend press presents the townsend
library a collection of high interest classics each townsend library book has been carefully edited to maintain the
original story while updating language and style for today s readers publisher a must have collection of jane
austen covers from the past two centuries complete with fun trivia and anecdotes fascinating insights into book
design and publishing and much more jane austen never goes out of style since the first publication of her six
novels in the 19th century she has delighted generations of fans with classic stories that have never changed and
countless covers that have jane austen cover to cover compiles two centuries of design showcasing one of the
world s most beloved and celebrated novelists with over 200 images plus historical commentary austen trivia and
a little bit of wit this fascinating and visually intriguing look back is a must for janeites design enthusiasts and
book lovers of every age first published in 1926 lolly willowes or the loving huntsman is an amusing and witty
novel by sylvia townsend warner an english novelist poet and musicologist in this lolly willowes revolutionaries
against coercion to be the perfect maiden aunt always so gentle and accommodating not curious about men or the
hustled life of london suddenly announces that she is moving alone or rather compelled to move there from her
cherished countryside after the death of her father to her overbearing family in london it is a disturbing and
inexplicable act of defiance finally she crashes out for the countryside on her own selling her soul to a friendly but
rather simpleminded demon this book is opportunely and delightful the story of a woman who rejects the life that
society has fixed for her in favor of freedom and the most unexpected of alliances the new york times book review
vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas bookseller separately paged and not included in
the consecutive numbering of the regular series the bravo 1831 takes place in early eighteenth century venice
when the serene republic had lost much of its glory leaving its oligarchs struggling to hold on to their family
wealth by manipulating the government and people through secret councils and a figure head doge in 1844 cooper
called it in spirit the most american book i ever wrote because of its depiction of the masses duped by
demagoguery and the attempts of congress to rein in president jackson who cooper saw as representing the
popular will in the novel the low born hero jacopo frontoni is forced to become an agent of the state because his
unjustly imprisoned father languishes in the infamous state prison on the last page jacopo is executed as a
scapegoat for the crimes attributed to him of which he is innocent rendering his beloved insane only in a subplot
does a noble couple escape venice to enjoy marriage the present text is based on all extant manuscript witnesses
including a lengthy deleted section and offers extensive explanatory notes



The Virginian (Townsend Library Edition) 2007
his background is shadowy his presence commanding he brings law and order to a frontier town and wins the love
of a pretty schoolteacher from the east he is the virginian the first fully realized cowboy hero in american
literature a near mythic figure whose idealized image has profoundly influenced our national consciousness

The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood 2005
the adventuresome young man robin of locksley doesn t have a worry in the world until one day when a drunken
man working for the king shoots an arrow at him robin s aim is better to his lasting regret and he becomes an
outlaw subject to capture and hanging before long however robin attracts a hearty band of other outcasts to
sherwood forest their only wish is to lead a free merry existence while doing any kindness they can for the
downtrodden if it means making sport with the authorities so much the better little do they know that their deeds
will grow into a timeless story

Laughter and Chills: Seven Great Stories (Townsend Library) 2004
to help students experience the joys and benefits of reading townsend press presents the townsend library a
collection of high interest classics each townsend library book has been carefully edited to maintain the original
story while updating language and style for today s readers publisher

Jane Austen Cover to Cover 2014-11-11
a must have collection of jane austen covers from the past two centuries complete with fun trivia and anecdotes
fascinating insights into book design and publishing and much more jane austen never goes out of style since the
first publication of her six novels in the 19th century she has delighted generations of fans with classic stories that
have never changed and countless covers that have jane austen cover to cover compiles two centuries of design
showcasing one of the world s most beloved and celebrated novelists with over 200 images plus historical
commentary austen trivia and a little bit of wit this fascinating and visually intriguing look back is a must for
janeites design enthusiasts and book lovers of every age

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public
Library, 1911-1971 1979
first published in 1926 lolly willowes or the loving huntsman is an amusing and witty novel by sylvia townsend
warner an english novelist poet and musicologist in this lolly willowes revolutionaries against coercion to be the
perfect maiden aunt always so gentle and accommodating not curious about men or the hustled life of london
suddenly announces that she is moving alone or rather compelled to move there from her cherished countryside
after the death of her father to her overbearing family in london it is a disturbing and inexplicable act of defiance
finally she crashes out for the countryside on her own selling her soul to a friendly but rather simpleminded
demon this book is opportunely and delightful the story of a woman who rejects the life that society has fixed for
her in favor of freedom and the most unexpected of alliances the new york times book review

British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books 1898
vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas bookseller separately paged and not included in
the consecutive numbering of the regular series



Lolly Willowes Or the Loving Huntsman (Deluxe Library Edition)
2022-12-15
the bravo 1831 takes place in early eighteenth century venice when the serene republic had lost much of its glory
leaving its oligarchs struggling to hold on to their family wealth by manipulating the government and people
through secret councils and a figure head doge in 1844 cooper called it in spirit the most american book i ever
wrote because of its depiction of the masses duped by demagoguery and the attempts of congress to rein in
president jackson who cooper saw as representing the popular will in the novel the low born hero jacopo frontoni
is forced to become an agent of the state because his unjustly imprisoned father languishes in the infamous state
prison on the last page jacopo is executed as a scapegoat for the crimes attributed to him of which he is innocent
rendering his beloved insane only in a subplot does a noble couple escape venice to enjoy marriage the present
text is based on all extant manuscript witnesses including a lengthy deleted section and offers extensive
explanatory notes
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On the Smokeless Fire-place, Chimney-valves, and Other Means, Old
and New, of Obtaining Healthful Warmth and Ventilation 1855
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Dr. Cumming 1855
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course of Lectures delivered in 1843 1855
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Notes and Queries 1855
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